We had some Swan
Plant seeds to grow.

The Monarch Butterfly flies over the
garden looking for a Swan Plant
to lay eggs on. The life cycle of the
Monarch Butterfly begins again.
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We planted the seeds
in the garden and
watered them.
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This is called a Chrysalis and it is green.
After a long time you can see the pattern of the
butterfly growing inside. Soon the skin splits,
the butterfly struggles out and dries its wings.
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In about a week they
began to grow. We
could see the little
green shoots!

The caterpillar eats a lot of Swan Plant leaves.
When the butterfly is big and fat,
it hangs upside down on a branch
and pops out of its skin!
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The seeds grew into a Swan Plant bush.
One day a Monarch Butterfly
flew into the garden
and laid her eggs on the leaves.

Inside the egg a little caterpillar
was growing. It wiggled out of the egg.
The little caterpillar looked
for Swan Plant leaves to eat!
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